
Lab 1: Comparing Variances and Comparing Means

* This analysis is similar to online exercise 11.3.
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Lab 1 Part 2: Linoleic acid and LDL cholesterol (diet.sav)* 

Low density lipoprotein levels (mmol / m3) are studied in two groups. You want to explore the data, and
then make inferences about group means and variances. Data are:

Group 1: 6.0  6.4  7.0  5.8  6.0  5.8  5.9  6.7  6.1  6.5  6.3  5.8
Group 2: 5.4  5.3  5.3  4.9  4.8  4.7

(A) The mean is the most common descriptive measure of the central location. The standard deviation is the
most common descriptive measure of spread. Calculate the mean and standard deviations of these two
groups.
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(B) Data may be displayed as a stem-and-leaf plot (stemplot) on a common stem. Stemplots may use
single- , double-, or quintuple stem-values, depending on how much you want to stretch the plot (see
Chapter 2). Showing both distributions on a a common stem aids comparison. A plot using double
stem-values is shown below. Notice inclusion of the axis-multiplier and label. The axis multiplier of (x 1)
allows readers to decipher a stem-value of 6 as 6, as opposed to 60.  

Group 1     Group 2
         |4|789
     9888|5|334
    43100|6|
       75|6|
        0|7|
        (x 1)

Describe and compare the two distributions. Compare their shapes, locations, and spreads.
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(C) We may explore the distributions using side-by-side box-and-whiskers plots (boxplots). Such plots
locate the median, quartiles, and outside values (if any) of a distribution. The box and the line in the box
(median) locate the middle of the distribution. The hinge-spread and whisker-spread provide visual clues as
to spread. With small data sets (as we have here), it is difficult to make statements about shape. Review
construction of boxplots in chapter 3 (if necessary) and draw side-by-side boxplots of the data sets on a
common axis. Show all calculations.
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(D) Enter data into an SPSS file. Create the variable CHOL (cholesterol level) for the outcome variable
and GROUP (1 or 2) for the group variable. Click Analyze > Descriptive Statistics > Explore. Select the
variable CHOL in the Dependent List and GROUP as the Factor (group variable). Click "OK".

Print the SPSS output and place it here in this Lab Workbook. You may place the loose sheets
between pages or, better yet, cut and paste relevant parts of the printout on the back of the facing
page.

Identify all statistics and plots completed earlier. Whenever you encounter a discrepancy between a hand
calculated result and computer calculated result track down the problem and make necessary corrections!
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(E) Conduct an F ratio test to help determine whether the variances differ in the two populations from
which sample were drawn.

H0: _________________ 

H1: _________________ 

Let "  = .05. 

Fstat = 

df1 = 

df2 = 

Mark the location of the Fstat on the curve. Shade the p value region. Locate the " = .05 landmark.

Is the p value less than .05? (circle) Y / N

Do you conclude homoscedasticity (equal variance) or heteroscedasticity (unequal variance) in the
population?  (circle)  Homoscedasticity  /  Heteroscedasticity 
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(F) Test H0: :1 = :2. List all hypothesis testing steps. Show all work. Calculate both an equal variance t
statistic ands and unequal variance t test (and their respective degrees of freedom). Compare their results.
Does it matter which test you use?
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(H) Replicate the t test in SPSS by clicking Analyze > Compare Means > Independent
samples T test.  You will then have to select your variables. The “Test Variable” is CHOL and the
“Grouping variable” is GROUP (obviously enough). You will also have to click the Define Groups and
enter the codes used to identify groups (i.e., 1 and 2).  

Print the output and place it in this Workbook. 

It’s best to cut out the most relevant parts of the output and tape it to the back of the facing page
(with annotation, such as formulas used to produce output and interpretative notes).

Review your output. As always, if a discrepancy exists, track it down and correct your work.

Noticed that SPSS does not perform a F ratio test. Instead, it performs Levene's test for equality of
variances. This test is analogous to the F ratio test, but uses a method based on the absolute difference in
observations from group means to compare variability within groups. The p value ("Sig.") will differ from
the p value resulting from the F ratio test, but the conclusions will usually be the same.  

What was the p value derived by Levene's test of equal variance? ______

What was the p value derived by the F ratio test? _____

How do these p values compare? Do the conclusions which follow differ? (Y/N) ________

Notice that SPSS does an equal variance t test and unequal variance (Fisher-Behrens) t test. Compare
the results from each. 

What was the p value derived by Levene's test of equal variance? ______

What was the p value derived by the F ratio test? _____

How do these p values compare? Do the conclusions which follow differ? (Y/N) ________


